Your Enhanced All-In-One Solution

You want quick installations, but never at the expense of real security. DMP’s new XTLtouch delivers both in a single solution, designed into an elegant, 5-inch touchscreen keypad. This enhanced all-in-one solution allows you to select the best location for it with the option of placing wireless sirens and keypads exactly where your customer wants them.

SYSTEM FEATURES

▸ Up to Seven Additional Wireless Keypads
▸ Up to Eight Wireless 110db Sirens
▸ Entry Check-In Protection
▸ Easy Table-Top, Installation Option

The benefit of an all-in-one solution without sacrificing security.
In a single small footprint, the XTLtouch comes standard with all the features and benefits of a DMP panel — 99 zones of 900 MHz Two-Way Wireless, LTE and Wi-Fi communication and remote control via DMP’s Virtual Keypad app or VirtualKeypad.com. Customers also get the automation they want with the ability to control up to 140 Z-Wave Plus devices.

**FAST AND FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION OPTIONS**

The XTLtouch wireless burglary control panel sets a new standard for fast installation with three easy options, including table top or wall mount. Place it in the best location with the option of wireless keypads and wireless sirens anywhere on the premises.

**ENTRY CHECK-IN PROTECTION**

All XTLtouch installation options offer Entry Check-In Protection. In the event of an intrusion, this is a proactive safeguard against a burglar’s fast tactic to disable the security system before it can send a signal.

- 99 Zones of 900 MHz Two-Way Wireless
- LTE Cellular and Wi-Fi Communication
- Wi-Fi Only Model Available
- Six Areas or Home/Sleep/Away Arming or All/Perimeter
- Up to 140 Z-Wave Plus™ Devices
- Up to 20 Customizable Actions
- Remote Control via Virtual Keypad App or VirtualKeypad.com
CUSTOM ACTIONS
In addition to controlling lights, locks and thermostats, users can also take advantage of up to 20 customizable actions that can be programmed into the XTLtouch. Now users can select a combined sequence of actions, all based on specific Favorites, Lights and Locks to activate or deactivate Z-Wave devices, Favorites or outputs during specific times and days or specific zone trips.

AN INTUITIVE KEYPAD THAT’S EASY TO USE
The XTLtouch’s graphic touchscreen keypad is easy to customize, and yet, with a standard keyboard operation, you don’t need to be an experienced technician to remember how to key in programming options.

Your customer may need additional keypads. The XTLtouch allows up to seven additional keypads, all with the same intuitive functionality and user experience. With only one keypad format to learn, users don’t get confused about the way their system functions operate and you can install the panel anywhere it works best and install a keypad anywhere your customer desires.

IT’S A WIN-WIN FOR YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS
The XTLtouch gives your customers control over their home and business automation systems wherever they are with their smartphones, tablets or computers. With the Virtual Keypad app and browser, they can:

- Turn the system on or off and receive alerts any time there’s a change in the system’s status
- Control lights, locks, thermostats
- View live video and receive video clips when motion is detected
- Use geofencing to get arming reminders
- Manage users and much more